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General Instruction:  

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes  have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will  not write any answer 

on the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

 Do not write any answer on the question paper. 

 Write in neat and clean handwriting. All  questions are compulsory. 

Q.1. Choose the correct option.                                                                                                           (1x8=8 marks) 

 

i. The ________ system gives shape and support to the body. (Digestive/skeletal) 

ii. ______________content is high in roughage. ( Fibre / mineral) 

iii. Good habits help us stay __________ (dirty/ healthy) 

iv. Matter exists in ________ forms. (Two / three) 

v. The condition of the air of a particular place at a particular time is called ________ (weather / season) 

vi. Ursa Minor is a _________ ( comet / constellation ) 

vii. Vegetable peels are _____________ wastes. ( biodegradable / non-biodegradable ) 

viii. ___________ is the only planet where life is known to exist. ( Mars / Earth ) 

Q.2. Write true or false.                                                                                                                        (1x8=8 marks)  

i. Plastics cause no pollution. ___________  

ii. Noise pollution causes no damage to our ears. _______ 

iii. Clothes dry fast in summer season. _________  

iv. We like to have cold drinks in winter season. ________ 

v. Matter cannot change from one state to another. _________ 

vi. Flies can spread dangerous diseases like malaria and dengue. __________  

vii. We must swallow our food without chewing. __________  

viii. Milk is not a complete food. _____________  

Q.3. Name the following.                                                                                                                        (1x6=6 marks)  

i. The hard outer covering on the crown of our teeth. ___________ 

ii. The substance that causes pollution. __________ 

iii. Heavenly bodies that revolve around the Sun in fixed orbits . ________________  

iv. The part of our body containing the chest and the abdomen. ________________  

v. The  organs of sight._____________  

vi. The process by which a liquid changes to a solid. _____________  

Q.4. Give two examples of each of the following.                                                                               (1x6=6 marks) 

i. Planets.    ii. Pollutants.      iii. Body-building food.   iv .Organ systems.     v. Solids. 

     vi. Seasons. 
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Q.5. Complete the sentences using the given clues.                                                                         (1x5=5 marks) 

Water from rivers, lakes and seas evaporates to form _________ (clouds/ fog ). _________ ( Farmers/ 

Doctors ) find weather reports very helpful. In India, we have _______ (three / four) seasons. We wear 

_______ (woollen/ cotton) clothes during summer. The monsoon that brings rainfall from June to 

September is called the _________ (south-west/ north-east ) monsoon. 

Q.6. Answer in one sentence.                                                                                                               (1x6=6 marks) 

i. What is a balanced diet?     ii. Why must we keep our surroundings clean? 

iii. Define matter.                      iv. What is a storm?    v. What is a galaxy?    vi. Define pollution. 

  Q.7. Answer the following in at least two sentences.                                                                     (2x5=10 marks)  

i. What are the causes of air pollution? 

ii. Which are the main months of the winter season? 

iii. What are gases? Give two examples. 

iv. Mention any two toilet habits. 

v. What are the functions of the skeletal system? 

Q.8. Give reasons for the following.                                                                                                   (2x5=10 marks) 

i. Milk is called the complete food. 

ii. Water is known as the universal solvent. 

iii. Mars is called the Red planet. 

iv. Venus is known as the evening star. 

v. Days are longer than nights in summer. 

Q.9. Write short notes on-                                                                                                                 (2x3=6 marks) 

i. Solute, solvent and solution.                    ii.  Good eating habits. 

Q.10. Draw a well labelled diagram of any one:-                                (1x6=6 marks) 

i. Structure of a tooth.          

ii. Water cycle. 

Q.11. Label the parts of the given diagram.                                                                                       (1x9=9 marks) 


